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Ready to protect your employees and customers?
PlexiGuard™ has you covered.

Built Using
High-Quality
¼” Plexiglass

Made in the
USA

Assorted Sizes
& Custom
Options

8207 SOUTHPARK CIRCLE, LITTLETON CO.
www.xybix.com

Easy, Tool-Free
Installation

1-800-788-2810

Most Orders
Ship in 2-3
Days

Open for Business? We’ve got you covered.
PlexiGuard™ divider screens by Xybix Systems, Inc. protect your team and your customers from airborne threats of
COVID-19, spread via coughing and sneezing. Designed to attach easily to your existing desks, workstations, cubicles,
and consoles, these high-quality acrylic shields provide an added layer of physical protection without reducing visibility.
Most important, they are easy-to-install, customizable, and made of ¼” thick plexiglass.
Get your staff back to work and maintain social distancing in the ofﬁce. PlexiGuard™ makes it easy!

HELPS PROTECT AGAINST GERMS
Follows CDC recommended speciﬁcations
to help protect/separate employees and
customers from potentially harmful airborne
droplets that can spread germs.

SERVING MOST INDUSTRIES
Insurance, Banking, Government, Retail,
Education, Public Safety, Doctors’ Ofﬁces,
Small Businesses—anywhere people work in
close-contact with others.

TOOL-FREE INSTALLATION
No additional tools or buildouts needed. Easy
to install in minutes on a variety of consoles,
workstations, and ofﬁce furniture.

Frequently Asked
Questions:
1. Who is Xybix Systems?
Founded in 1991, Xybix Systems is the innovative leader in
ergonomic furniture solutions for mission-critical
environments. Our state-of-the-art furniture has been
proven to improve health and increase performance.

2. How do PlexiGuard™ barrier shields work?
PlexiGuard™ barriers attach to existing work surfaces to
protect workers from harmful airborne germs and diseases.

3. Why are Xybix PlexiGuard™ barrier shields
superior to the competition?

EASY TO CLEAN
Standard non-bleach, non-ammonia multi-surface cleaners and a lint-free cloth can be
used to clean and disinfect your PlexiGuard™
shields in minutes.

PlexiGuard™ shields are available in a variety of sizes and
can attach to any work surface while remaining durable
and the perfect height for users of all heights.

DESIGNED FOR USERS OF ALL HEIGHTS

A lint-free cloth and non-ammonia, non-bleach cleaners
can be used to clean your PlexiGuard™ shields.

Unlike other plexiglass barriers, only
PlexiGuard™ shields are designed for users of
all heights and furniture of all sizes.

4. How do I clean PlexiGuard™ barrier shields?

5. How durable are PlexiGuard™ barrier shields?
PlexiGuard™ shields are made of 1/4” plexiglass and are
designed for even the most hectic workplaces.

AFFORDABLE

6. How long does it take for delivery?

Pricing starts at only $97.00 per panel with
discounts available for bulk orders

Most orders ship in 2-3 days with a variety of delivery
options available. Ground shipping is included at no cost.

STATS:
30x
Plexiglass manufacturers
reporta 30-fold spike in sales

7. Where do you ship to?
We ship PlexiGuard™ barriers throughout North America.

3,000
The number of droplets
emitted in one sneeze

45%
% of employers struggling
with workers who are afraid
to return to work to work for
health and safety reasons.

For all Xybix PlexiGuard™ workplace dividers, visit https://www.xybix.com/plexiguard
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PlexiGuard™ Free-Standing Divider with
Transaction Window
�

Freestanding

�

Base depth 10”

�

Height 30”

�

Available widths 24, 30, 36, 42, 48 (in.)

�

Tool-free assembly

�

Connect two or more units with H channel for longer runs

PlexiGuard™ Free-Standing Divider
�

Freestanding

�

Base depth 10”

�

Height 30”

�

Available widths 24, 30, 36, 42, 48 (in.)

�

Tool-free assembly

�

Connect two or more units with H channel for longer runs

PlexiGuard™ Clamp-On Divider
�
�
�
�
�
�
�

Tool-free assembly and install
30” height
Available widths 24, 30, 36, 42, 48 (in.)
Two or more can be combined for longer runs
1.75” of edge depth for clamp
24” and 30” have two clamp holes
36,42,48 have three holes and two clamps to allow offsetting of
screen

PlexiGuard™ Clamp-On Divider with
Transaction Window
�

Tool-free assembly and install

�

Transaction slot

�

30” height

�

Available widths 24, 30, 36, 42, 48 (in.)

�

Two or more can be combined for wider coverage

�

1.75” of edge depth for clamp

�

All sizes have two clamp holes

PlexiGuard Panel Top Divider
�

Adds 24” of height to existing panel system (cubicle walls)

�

Custom heights available

�

Two brackets per screen

�

Brackets snugly ﬁt panel system

�

Available in widths of 18, 24, 30, 36, 42, 48 (in.)

�

Call for current panel system bracket compatibility

�

Brackets can be custom designed for most any panel system
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Contact Us
www.xybix.com
info@xybix.com
8207 SOUTHPARK CIRCLE, LITTLETON CO.
1-800-788-2810

